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ROTARY ORBITAL RTE46L / RTE146L

€262,15 (excl. VAT)

Lightweight and powerful rotary orbital sander for high-quality sanding and polishing. This machine
combines a double movement, the sanding pad moves both orbital and rotary orbital. Thanks to the

double movement during sanding, you always get a smooth surface without scratching your workpiece.
Available with different orbit diameters of 4mm (for fine sanding) or 7mm (for medium to fine sanding).

Equipped with an integrated dust extractor and dust bag. With electronic speed control and brake system
for the sanding pad. Standard delivered with a sanding pad with velcro.

SKU: N/A
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description Ø Rotatie Price

VIR-RTE46L 7mm €262,15 (excl. VAT)

VIR-RTE146L 4mm €262,15 (excl. VAT)

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN
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Lightweight and powerful rotary orbital sander for high-quality sanding and polishing. This machine combines a
double movement, the sanding pad moves both orbital and rotary orbital. Thanks to the double movement
during sanding, you always get a smooth surface without scratching your workpiece. The ergonomic design

ensures a perfect grip and comfortable working. All the controls are easily accessible while working. The anti-
vibration counterweights inside provide higher comfort than similar sanders.

Available with two different orbit diameters. Model RTE146L has a orbit diameter of 4mm for extra fine sanding.
In addition, thanks to a orbit diameter of 7mm, the RTE46L model is suitable for medium to fine sanding.

Equipped with an integrated dust extractor and dust bag. With electronic speed control and brake system for
the sanding pad. Standard delivered with a sanding pad with velcro.

Finally, this orbital sander is equipped with a new and unique dust protection system. This is to prevent dust
from damaging the vulnerable parts. As standard, this sander is fitted with an integrated dust extractor and

dust bag. Thanks to this improved protection against dust and dust accumulation, both your machine and your
sanding paper will last longer than a classic sander.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Orbital sander
Velcro sanding plate

Orbit diameter 4mm or 7mm
Improved protection against dust

Ergonomic design
Sanding diameter 150mm

High-quality end result

DESCRIPTION

Lightweight and powerful rotary orbital sander for high-quality sanding and polishing. This machine combines a
double movement, the sanding pad moves both orbital and rotary orbital. Thanks to the double movement
during sanding, you always get a smooth surface without scratching your workpiece. The ergonomic design

ensures a perfect grip and comfortable working. All the controls are easily accessible while working. The anti-
vibration counterweights inside provide higher comfort than similar sanders. Available with two different orbit
diameters. Model RTE146L has a orbit diameter of 4mm for extra fine sanding. In addition, thanks to a orbit

diameter of 7mm, the RTE46L model is suitable for medium to fine sanding. Equipped with an integrated dust
extractor and dust bag. With electronic speed control and brake system for the sanding pad. Standard delivered
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with a sanding pad with velcro. Finally, this orbital sander is equipped with a new and unique dust protection
system. This is to prevent dust from damaging the vulnerable parts. As standard, this sander is fitted with an

integrated dust extractor and dust bag. Thanks to this improved protection against dust and dust accumulation,
both your machine and your sanding paper will last longer than a classic sander.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 2,6 kg

Input Power 370W

Sanding diameter 150mm

Ø Orbit 4mm, 7mm

No-load speed 4000-8000rpm


